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“Adult people schools and participation of civil society”
¿How could we promote participation in decision and management spaces of our
school or entity?

¿How

could we promote active citizenship in our

neighbourhoods, towns or cities?

1.- It is really important that participant’s voices could be represented in the different
school’s management spaces, and also in the international meetings and projects.
They must be present in all the spaces and in all the decisions.

2.- Timetables must be really flexible (mornings, afternoons and evenings) and must
include also weekends, thus making possible that more people could participate in all
the activities that are organised.

3.- To create open work commissions making possible that all people that wish it, could
participate and could develop their own initiatives.

4.- To create assemblies and democratic opened spaces in order to evaluate and
decide about all the activities organised and developed. These commissions should
meet at least once in a month.

5.- To organise elections within that management organisms once in two years. These
elections might be really opened, making possible that all people could be presented,
could be elected, and could vote.

6.- To be co-ordinated with other entities that are working in the same neighbourhood,
town or entity, promoting active citizenship.

7.- To disseminate all the activities organised and to be also informed about activities
organised and developed by other entities.

8.- To organise “open doors” days, making possible that all people from our
neighbourhood, town or city, could visit our the organisation and all the activities of the
different centres.

9.- To create questioners to evaluate all the activities and to promote at the same time,
opened spaces to debate all these points.

10.- To learn New technologies in order to have also the chance to participate in the
actual information society.

